We have implemented group-theoretical methods on the computer for the description of possible structural phase transitions. All isotropy groups (correspanding to k points of symmetry) for each of the 230 three-dimensional space groups as well as the Landau and Lifshitz conditions for each representation have been obtained. Here we compare our results with previous tables and list the errors and necessary corrections to those tables. ' 
and (4) and found that about half of the isotropy subgroups satisfy these conditions as well. We did not minimize the free-energy function, but applied only the direct group-theoretical conditions.
To completely determine which of these phase transitions are allowed to be continuous by the Landau theory, the free energy I" must also be minimized.
III. COMPARISON OF SUBGROUPS WITHOUT

MINIMIZATION
Of the papers listed earlier, several considered isotropy subgroups of a given space group without additionally imposing the minimization condition. These allow most directly a comparison with our computer-implemented table.
Goldrich and airman calculated all possible displacive continuous phase transitions from the perovskite structure (Oi, ) Table I ). Hatch' calculated the isotropy subgroups of D3d for irreps which satisfy the Landau and Lifshitz conditions. We compared his list with our table and found 5 errors and 1 omission (see Table II ). We compared their list to our table and found 9 errors (see Table V Table VIII ). Table   IX ). 
